Abstract fast align is a simple and fast word alignment tool which is widely used in state-of-the-art machine translation systems. It yields comparable results in the end-to-end translation experiments of various language pairs. However, fast align does not perform as well as GIZA++ when applied to language pairs with distinct word orders, like English and Japanese. In this paper, given the lexical translation table output by fast align, we propose to realign words using the hierarchical sub-sentential alignment approach. Experimental results show that simple additional processing improves the performance of word alignment, which is measured by counting alignment matches in comparison with fast align. We also report the result of final machine translation in both English-Japanese and Japanese-English. We show our best system provided significant improvements over the baseline as measured by BLEU and RIBES.
Introduction
Since state-of-the-art machine translation systems start with word aligned data, the processing of word alignment plays a fundamental role in machine translation. A reliable and accurate word aligner is considered as an essential component in the various implementations of machine translation, e.g., wordbased model (Brown et al., 1990) , phrase-based model (Koehn et al., 2003) , hierarchical phrase-based model (Chiang, 2005) and tree-to-tree model (Gildea, 2003; Zhang et al., 2007) . In general, word alignment is prerequisite for extracting rules or sub-translations (word pairs, phrase pairs or partial tree templates) for translation.
The most widely used word aligner is GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) , which is based on generative models, like IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) and HMM-based model (Vogel et al., 1996) , in which parameters are estimated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. This generative approach allows GIZA++ to automatically extract bilingual lexicon from parallel corpus without any annotated data. Besides, a variation of IBM model 2 was implemented as fast align 1 (Dyer et al., 2013) , which allows an effective alignment of words. There is no doubt that fast align is almost the fastest word aligner, while keeping the quality of alignment, compared to the baseline using GIZA++ 2 (Och and Ney, 2003) , or MGIZA++ 3 (Gao and Vogel, 2008) .
However, Ding et al. (2015) demonstrated that fast align does not outperform the baseline GIZA++, especially for the distantly related language pairs, like English-Japanese or Chinese-English. The reason may be explained by the fact that, given a source word, fast align tends to limit the probable target translation and its alignment nearest as possible to the diagonal in the alignment matrix according to the overall word orders, which is the drawback of IBM-model 2 (Brown et al., 1993) and its variations, in terms of being insensitive to word orders. The word alignments output by fast align are often more compact represented in alignment matrices. For the case of distinct language pairs, this strategy damages the quality of the final alignment result.
Since IBM Model is restriction of one-to-many (1-m) alignments, some multi-word units cannot be correctly aligned. It is necessary to train models in both directions, and merge the outcome of monodirectional alignments using some symmetrization methods, for example, grow-diag-final-and (Och and Ney, 2003) . Though this method can overcome the mentioned deficiency to some degree, the strong assumption of 1-m alignment forces the aligner to generate 1-best alignments, which is prone to learn noisy rules due to alignment or segmentation mistakes. Another problem exists is that the production of 1-m alignment losses the structural information of the whole sentence while phrase-based (or other kinds of statistical machine translation systems) relies on the continuous translation fragments. It has been proved that by applying structural models such as Inversion Transduction Grammars (ITG) (Wu, 1997 ) will achieve some gain. ITG has been widely applied to word alignment, bilingual parsing, etc., due to its simplicity and effectiveness of modeling bilingual correspondence. However, inducing ITGs from parallel data would be time-consuming.
In this paper, in order to integrate ITG with IBM model, we propose to apply the hierarchical subsentential alignment (HSSA) (Lardilleux et al., 2012) approach to realign word alignments. HSSA is an online word alignment approach, which was first introduced as complementary to Anymalign 4 . When fed with the lexical weights output by Anymalign, it yields comparable results with baseline MGIZA++. In fact, an important advantage of this approach is that it can be combined with any other existing approach by reusing the lexical weights output by this other approach. We make use of the structure named soft alignment matrix (Liu et al., 2009 ) to represent the alignment distribution for a given sentence pair, which cells are weighted by the lexical weights output by fast align. With the recursive binary segmentation processing in HSSA, we realign the sentence pairs top-down. We also present a simple but effective method to deal with error alignment points produced by this hybrid method, i.e., conflicting cells in soft alignment matrices.
In Section 2 and Section 3, the notion of soft alignment matrix and HSSA will be introduced. The hybrid combination architecture of our proposed method will be illustrated in Section 4. Experimental results and the analysis will be given in the following Section 4. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion and future work.
Soft Alignment Matrices
A sentence pair matrix can be interpreted as a contingency matrix for the source sentence f (length J) relatively to the target sentence e (length I). Formally, given a source sentence f = f J 1 = f 1 , . . . , f j , . . . , f J and a target sentence e = e I 1 = e 1 , . . . , e i , . . . , e I , we define a soft link l = (j, i) to exist if f j and e i are probable translation. Then, given the word positions (j, i) in a J × I soft alignment matrix, M(J, I), a score w for each cell M(i, j) is definded as:
where w measures the strength of the translation link 5 between any source and target pair of words (f j , e i ), in our case, the score w(f j , e i ) is defined as the geometric mean of the bidirectional lexical translation probabilities. The symmetric alignment between word f j and e i is visualized as a greyed cell M(i, j) in this matrix (see Figure 1 ). For example, the word pair ("japanese", "日本") is definitely aligned, but ("ink", "日本") is definitely unaligned. In fact, the resulting soft alignment matrix makes it possible to refine the final output of alignments and reduce alignment errors. Since sub-sentential alignment interests us more than single word-to-word alignment, we define a score for phrasal case. Differing to the defination of phrase translation probability and lexical weighting (Koehn et al., 2003) , the score of a block (X, Y ) is defined as the summation w of the association scores between each source and target word pair inside this block as (Matusov et al., 2004; Lardilleux et al., 2012) :
We employ the structure of summed area table for quick computation of the score W (X, Y ) in a O(1) time complexity. Hereby, normalization of the probability distribution is not necessary. It should be emphasized that our soft matrix is estimated differing with the weighted matrix in (Liu et al., 2009 ).
Hierarchical Sub-sentential Alignment Approach
Given the soft alignment matrix, the HSSA approach takes all cells in the soft alignment matrix into consideration and seeks the precise criterion for a good partition in a similar way as image segmentation. HSSA makes use of an unsupervised clustering algorithm called normalized cuts (Shi and Malik, 2000) , i.e., spectral clustering, or Ncut for short, to recursive segment the matrix into two parts. This procedure can be thought as being similar as the two rules in ITG: S (straight) and I (inverted). The ITG approach builds a synchronous parse tree for both source and target sentences, assuming that the trees have the same underlying structure (ITG tree) but that the ordering of constituents may differ in the two languages. In ITG, final derivations of sentence pairs correspond to alignments. A single non-terminal spanning a bitext cell with a source and target span corresponds to the final 1-to-many or many-to-1 HSSA alignment. In other words, HSSA performs the same kind of procedure as synchronous parsing under ITG. In ITG, there are three simple generation rules:
During the segmenting, HSSA is supervised by the ITG constraint to decide the search scope of next level on the diagonal or anti-diagonal corresponding to the case of straight and inverted. HSSA terminates at the prerequisite condition when all words in source and target sentences are aligned and for each is a 1-1 alignment at least (corresponding to rule T ). 1-1 means that one source word only has one aligned target word with strong confidence in both directions.
Consider a source phrase in Figure 1 , XX split at index m corresponding to a target phrase Y Y split at index n. N cut is defined as (Zha et al., 2001) : Figure 2 : An example of our proposed hybrid combination architecture.
Each possible splitting point (m, n) in the matrix divides the parent matrix into 4 sub-matrices (XY , XY , XY , XY ). Either the two sub-matrices on the diagonal (XY , XY ) or the two sub-matrices on the anti-diagonal (XY , XY ) will be chosen to limit the search scope on the next level. Hence, recursive segmentation eventually consists in determining the indices (m, n) which minimizes N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ) or N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ) over all possible indices.
After computing the score of Ncut, HSSA decides for the next search scope (the upper left and lower right blocks in Figure 1 ) by finding the position where N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ) or N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ) is the minimum value among all possible bipartite segmentation positions. In this example, N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ) is less than N cut(m, n,XY ,XY ), equals to straight rule.
Since the time complexity of top-down HSSA algorithm is cubic (O(I × J × min(I, J)), the worst case) in the length of the input sentence pair, it is faster than the original ITG approach O(n 6 ) employing the CYK algorithm and achieves the same performance compared to (Zhang et al., 2008) which has a best time complexity of O(n 3 ) with synchronous parsing.
Hybrid Combination Architecture
It is thus possible to use various word alignment tools, while fast align provides the most effective pipeline with an acceptable time cost. Given the output alignments of fast align, it is quite straightforward to estimate a maximum likelihood lexical translation table. We record both the direct p(f |e) as well as the inverse p(e|f ) word translation probabilities in the translation table. This step is easy and fast finished with the Moses 6 training pipeline.
The purpose that drives us to do this work is the idea of combining two different models into one. One (ITG) models distinct language pair well, while the other one (IBM models) models similar language pair well. Previous work (Haghighi et al., 2009) proved that importing ITG limitations improves word alignments for Chinese-English alignment. An example illustrating our proposed hybridization is shown in Figure 2 . In the context of system combination, we extend the pipeline of standard phrase-based statistical machine translation. In the middle, a soft alignment matrix (as the one in Figure 1 ) is generated for each sentence pair by feeding it with scores from the lexical translation table. On such soft alignment matrices, we apply the HSSA approach to obtain a final word-to-word alignment. Thanks to the simplicity of the HSSA approach, this can be done at no time cost (less than 1 minute in a real experiment on 320K sentence pairs). We employ the implementation cutnalign 7 for HSSA step.
Nevertheless, because HSSA outputs both 1-to-many and many-to-1 alignments, a drawback is, sometimes it returns some "noisy" alignments (referring to the alignment that appears weak in the soft alignment matrix). To solve this problem, instead of outputting all 1-to-1 matches contained in 1-to-many or many-to-1 blocks, it is better to prune low confidence matches while tweaking the alignments with heuristic search techniques, like the grow step in the grow-diag-final-and heuristic (Koehn et al., 2005) . We consider that HSSA provides an alternative to grow-diag-final-and for alignments symmetrization in 6 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ 7 https://github.com/wang-h/min-cutnalign Table 1 : Word alignment scores on English-Japanese and translation scores (BLEU and RIBES) in both directions (English-Japanese and Japanese-English). prune is the case when filtering all alignments in 1-n/n-1 blocks using a threshold γ > 0.001. Boldface indicates no significantly different with GIZA++ baseline ( † : p < 0.05, ‡ : p < 0.01 ) .
replacement of the intersection alignments of fast align. Following this idea, we produce alignments with different strategy profiles.
Experiments
English-Japanese alignment and translation is a much harder task for fast align than French-English alignment (Dyer et al., 2013) . In our experiments, standard phrase-based statistical machine translation systems were built by using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) , Minimum Error Rate Training (Och, 2003) , and the KenLM language model (Heafield, 2011) . The default training pipeline for phrasebased SMT is adopted with default distortion-limit 6. Two baseline systems, one built with GIZA++ and another built with fast align, are prepared for result comparison. For the evaluation of machine translation quality, some standard automatic evaluation metrics have been used, like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and RIBES (Isozaki et al., 2010) in all experiments. Since BLEU is insensitive to long-distance displacements of large sequences of words, we also use RIBES which was designed to take distinct word orders into consideration. In order to ensure a consistent, repeatable and reproducible experiment, we use the original training, tuning and test sets provided in KFTT corpus 8 . We first report the performance of various alignment profiles in terms of precision, recall and alignment error rate (AER) (Och and Ney, 2003) on the basis of human annotated alignment data provided with the KFTT corpus in Table 1 . The first and second lines show the alignment difference using GIZA++ and fast align. The original HSSA, which allows 1-to-many or many-to-1 alignments, outperforms the fast align baseline from the point view of matching alignments and recall against the reference. The total number of alignments is much higher than with fast align which victim of the "noisy alignments" problem mentioned in Section 4. AER and precision are behind fast align, even more than GIZA++ baseline. However, (Fraser and Marcu, 2007; Ganchev et al., 2008) question the link between this word alignment quality metrics and translation results, like whether improvements in alignment quality metrics lead to improvements in phrase-based machine translation performance.
A lower AER does not imply a better translation accuracy. We show it in the following discussion. When sampling the alignment results, we found that the output of the proposed hybrid approach usually generates better alignments than the baseline.
Experimental results in both direction for English-Japanese and Japanese-English are shown in the right part of Table 1 . Specially for Japanese, we skip the particles like {ga, wo, ha} and remove them from the data before implementing word alignments. Translation in both direction is improved significantly over the fast align baseline 9 in BLEU and RIBES. It is not surprising that the pruning processing performs worse on Japanese-English not as well as English-Japanese, because a single English word may be aligned with several Japanese words. Perhaps deleting low confidence alignments in the many-to-1 case impacts consistency in phrases during phrase extraction. This is why grow slightly improved the final translation result.
Conclusion
This work presented a hybrid application of the hierarchical sub-sentential alignment approach with fast align. It can be seen as an attempt to import the ITG framework into the IBM models. We showed that through the simple additional processing, our proposed approach yields better results than baselines. We also demonstrate that given reliable values, the heuristic alignment method based on word association (Moore, 2005) could yield competitive results with more complex parameter estimation approaches.
